The DAT/EM Keypad is a multipurpose re-programmable touch pad. Versatile and essential, it can be used either as an accessory to DAT/EM softcopy products or as a productivity enhancer for third-party products.

The ‘TouchScreen’ from DAT/EM Systems International is a stand-alone LCD monitor with an integrated tactile interface. With a single touch, the TouchScreen allows operators to quickly change command sequences during map compilation.

The DAT/EM KEYPAD ADVANTAGE™ is part of the DAT/EM Keypad product line. This option uses any tablet device running the Android® operating system and a Bluetooth® adapter for wireless communication to a desktop or laptop computer.

The Handwheels can be adjusted on three axes with a simple lever; there is no need for tools. The operator can easily set the height, depth, and angle of the handwheels to provide an individualized fit.